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Whilst there are a number of location sensing games emerging for 
mobile phones there are few examples of social proximity based 
games that are effectively position independent and whose game 
play is invoked by serendipitous encounters. In this research we 
have extended the existing mobile phone phenomenon of 
Bluejacking, which allows spontaneous social encounters, into the 
design of a novel mobile game that creates instigates an exciting 
ludic scenario. The game is called ‘mobslinger’ which is based on 
the premise of a wild west, quick draw, ‘shoot-em-up’ In this 
game the phone scans continuously searches for other game 
players and when found instigates a ‘shootout’ were players 
‘draw’ their phone and ‘shoot’ their opponent . This paper 
presents the design, and subsequent implementation, of the game 
which takes account of the limitations of the platform whilst 
maintaining the social nature of phone use to successfully create 
the serendipitous social encounters. 
Categories and Subject Descriptors: J. Computer Applications, J.7 
Computers in Other Systems-Consumer 
General Terms: Design, Experimentation, Human Factors. 
Keywords: Mobile, Bluetooth, Social Software, Mobile Games. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
With mobile phone subscriptions growing from just over 11 
million in 1990 to an expected 3 billion by 2008 [10] there can be 
little doubt that mobile phones are becoming an integral part of 
the fabric of our daily lives. However, the majority of phone use 
is still voice centric and in many countries although data services 
are growing [8], many manufacturers and operators are still trying 
to identify application and services that excite the user. Mobile 
Games are already a success story with revenues exceeding € 1.7 
billion in 2005, although, traditional games publishers have 
displayed a relative weakness in leveraging their success from the 
console market [12]. This is no doubt due to the fact that games 
on mobile phones appeal to a much wider consumer demographic, 
who have shown little interest in the driving and first person 
shoot-em-ups titles that dominate the console market, and 
arguably have more in common with those players utilizing 
games online or through their TV [2]. This means there are 
opportunities for researchers and developers to explore new game 
genres that target the unique features emerging on the mobile 
phone platform.  
One particular feature that is seen to drive innovation and thus 
location based games are, despite initial skepticism, increasingly 
being seen as an important new genre. We have already seen a 
small number of implementations location based games for 
mobile phones [11] and these numbers are increasing all the time.  
Some of these games use proximity, in the sense that the user’s 
location is close to either another player or a real or virtual artifact 
within in the game. However, none rely solely upon the proximity 
between either a player and another player, or the player and a 
game artifact, irrespective of the physical location. The most 
notable example of this type of game play, although not mobile 
phone based, is that of Pirates [3] which was an adventure game 
using Personal Digital Assistants and RF proximity detection. 
Players completed piratical missions by interacting with other 
players and game artifacts using RF proximity detection. One of 
the interesting aspects that emerged was the stimulated and 
spontaneous social interaction between the players. One of the 
research motivators for this project was to produce a game that 
provided the opportunity to bring this type of provide similar 
interaction but of a more serendipitous nature to mobile phone 
users. We believe this serendipity can be best achieved by 
removing the requirement for a central game server, as utilized in 
Pirates, and utilize a proximity detection scheme that initiates a 
dynamic peer to peer connection between the mobile users when 
the enter into the close vicinity of each other but require no pre-
arrangement for the meeting.  
In terms of proximity detection the obvious choice is Bluetooth 
which despite previous predictions of its demise is in fact 
increasing its growth, with Nokia predicting a year-on-year 
increase of 65% in 2006. In fact there are already a small number 
of mobile Bluetooth proximity applications which are often 
described as Mobile Social Software (MoSoSo) and can be 
viewed as evolutions of Bluejacking. This is a phenomenon where 
people exploit the contacts feature on their mobile phone to send 
messages to other Bluetooth enabled devices in their proximity 
[9]. Bluejacking evolved into dedicated software applications 
such as Mobiluck1 and Nokia Sensor2 which provided a simpler 
interface, and in the case of Nokia Sensor, individual profiles that 
could used to initiate a social introduction. More complex systems 
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such as Serendipity [7] have tried to introduce a greater degree of 
selection into the process in that a server tries to match users 
before making the introduction. The are relatively few games that 
have exploited Bluetooth in this way  but one such is You Who3 
from Age0+ which provides a simple game premise to help 
initiate a meeting. After scanning for other users running  the 
application and ‘inviting ‘ a person to play the game, the first 
player acts as a ‘mystery person’, who then provides clues about 
their appearance to the second player, who builds up a picture on 
their mobile phone screen. After a set number of clues have been 
given, the players’ phones alert, revealing both players’ locations 
and identities. Obviously, the game play is quite limited and 
effectively non-competitive, which is unlikely to result in 
repeated game play, therefore, it is closer to the Nokia Sensor 
than a game.  
The game described in this paper provides significant 
opportunities for both serendipitous social interactions with 
additive and competitive game play.  The game draws from the 
familiar, which is always a good way of gaining acceptance for a 
new game, using the  concept of a Wild West quick-draw 
gunfighter which we have called ‘mobslinger’ [5], as shown in 
Figure 1. 
 
Figure 1. mobslinger splash screen on a Nokia 3230 
In the forthcoming sections, we shall explore the design and 
implementation of the game, provide a rationale for the choices 
made and highlight the design challenges overcome particularly 
in regard to the Bluetooth implementation. Finally, we shall 
define future enhancements that will facilitate large scale user 
experiences to be evaluated before drawing our overall 
conclusions. 
2. GAME DESIGN 
The basic game premise is simple to understand and operate, 
which is an essential feature in any game [1]. The relatively low 
cost of mobile phone games means they are often very quickly 
discarded by users if they cannot quickly engage with game-play 
[6]. Mobslinger runs as a background application on Symbian S60 
smartphone which periodically scans for other users in the 
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vicinity who are also running the mobslinger application. Once 
detected, a countdown timer is initiated on both phones which 
alert the user by sounding an alarm and vibrating the phone. The 
user then has to ‘draw’ their mobile and enter the randomly 
generated number which has appeared on the screen as quickly as 
possible. The person with the fastest time is the winner and the 
loser is ‘killed’, which means their application is locked out from 
game-play for a set period of time.  The overall game logic is 
shown in Figure 2 although the game is playable in a number of 
different modes which we will discuss in the following 
paragraphs both in terms of the operation and their relative merits. 
 
Figure 2. mobslinger state diagram 
2.1 Quick Draw 
This is the basic mode of the game for two mobslingers at a time. 
Once the phones have detected each others presence the first 
mobslinger to ‘draw’ their mobile and enter the correct code wins, 
as shown in Figure 3.  
This mode is intended to promote serendipitous social interaction 
between two players, who would generally be unknown to each 
other, in the form of a ludic greeting. The loser is locked out of 
the game for a set period and unable to interact with other players.  
This may be a disadvantage for larger social groupings and 
therefore has been addressed in a subsequent mode. The optimum 
length of the lock out is something that can only truly be 
ascertained from the large scale user feedback and at present we 
have fixed this at 2 hours. 
2.2 Blood Bath 
This is the large scale battle mode (commonly referred to by the 
design team as playground mode); in which two or more 
mobslingers score points by beating randomly selected targets to 
the draw over a set time period   (Note: in this mode there is no 
lockout period). After the time period has expired the game is 
ended and the mobslingers’ high score is displayed on the phone. 
The mobslingers can then compare scores to ascertain the winner 
and allows them an element of schadenfreude4. Because of the 
intensity of the game play the constant noise may be irritating in 
some social situations and this mode is probably best played 
outside or in a regimented social setting. This mode does not have 
the spontaneity of Quick Draw and needs to be initiated by a 
preformed social grouping. 
 
Figure 3. mobslinger ‘Draw’ screen in duel and outlaw modes 
2.3 Last Man Standing 
This is a less intensive battle mode than Blood Bath and is for two 
or more mobslingers.  The aim of the game is to be the ‘last man 
standing’ after a series of quick draw encounters within a group. 
Duels are triggered at randomly timed intervals, so are likely to 
prove less irritating for the general public, and create an air of 
anticipation amongst the mobslingers. The random time also 
means that the group can be engaged in the general social 
proceedings of the evening and the game effectively provides a 
humorous aside.  The game play may be lengthy and players 
knocked out in the early stages may lose interest, although players 
in search of the more intense experience may opt for Blood Bath 
mode. As with Blood Bath mode, this requires an initiation by a 
preformed social grouping. 
2.4 Outlaws 
This is the team mode of the game where groups of mobslingers 
join forces to create ‘Outlaw’ gangs who then go out in the hope 
of combating other teams. The Outlaw gangs are generally 
comprised of two or more mobslingers and offer a mode of play 
where there is a greater opportunity for tactics to develop. The 
game play is similar to Last Man Standing, although the random 
interval between duels is shorter, and only mobslingers of an 
opposing set of Outlaws are selected to play against each other. In 
this mode, challenges are made and accepted between gangs. In 
Figure 3 we show the ‘Draw’ screen for Outlaw mode where the 
player rating is replaced by the gang names. In essence this mode 
can be viewed as preformed social groups engaging in the 
spontaneous encounters of the Quick Draw mode. 
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2.5 Top Gun 
We have also included a ranking system into the game to satisfy 
the desire of some experienced players being able to differentiate 
themselves from novices. The basic player starts out with a one 
star rating and this is increased in stages until they reach a 5 star 
rating as shown in Figure 3. The levels are based upon games 
played, kills made and then their kill/die ratio. The levels are built 
up from satisfying a defined minimum for each of these criteria 
for each advancement level. 
3. GAME IMPLEMENTATION 
Having defined the design and required operation of the game we 
shall now discuss the implementation which presents a number of 
challenges despite the apparent simplicity of the game premise. 
The basic requirement for the game is that there are two or more 
devices equipped with Bluetooth receivers and implementation 
issues are: 
• how are they to be connected?   
• how are they to be detected?   
• and how does one device ensure it only communicates 
with another device that is running the mobslinger 
application? 
In order to overcome these issues in Symbian and gain an 
understanding of what the hardware and software requirements 
are for supporting Bluetooth, its important to understand the 
Bluetooth stack. Therefore, in the following section we analyze 
the Bluetooth stack with reference to the creation of the necessary 
implementation framework for the mobslinger application. 
3.1  Bluetooth Stack 
The Link Manager Protocol (LMP), Baseband and Radio layers 
form the hardware component of the Bluetooth stack [4].  The 
radio layer is the physical Bluetooth radio transceiver.  The 
baseband layer establishes connections and controls the 
transmission of data over the radio layer.  A number of protocols 
are required to provide support for Bluetooth communications 
across the stack of which the link manager protocol will manage 
the behavior of the wireless link, and provide authentication and 
security services. 
The Host Controller Interface (HCI) is the connection between the 
hardware and software components of the Bluetooth stack.  The 
Logical Link Control and Adaptation protocol (L2CAP) supports 
the data connection between upper and lower stack protocols [4].  
It receives the data from the application layer, in our example the 
mobslinger application, and segments the data into a Bluetooth 
format.  It also reassembles the incoming data thus allowing the 
upper layers to use the received Bluetooth data. 
Radio Frequency Communications (RFCOMM) is a transport 
protocol that emulates the serial ports over the L2CAP protocol.  
The Service Discovery protocol (SDP) allows the discovery of 
services, such as applications, which are offered by other 
Bluetooth devices.  Finally the application we develop utilizes 
these protocols to provide Bluetooth communication between 
devices. 
The Symbian OS Bluetooth API provides support for the 
RFCOMM and L2CAP layers in the Bluetooth stack.  It is based 
on the sockets API which allows a device to act as a server and 
have remote client devices connected to it.  Once connected the 
two devices may send and receive data then disconnect when they 
have finished.  
Before a connection can be made, the Bluetooth device must 
locate another Bluetooth device with the same service.  The 
Service Discovery Protocol (SDP) will implement this process 
and in the following section we shall discuss its operation. 
3.2 Bluetooth Service Discovery Protocol 
The service discovery protocol has two purposes; to discover 
other devices and their services and advertise its service.  
Symbian S60 provides two API’s allowing developers to 
manipulate the SDP; these are: 
• the Service Discovery Database, 
• and the Service Discovery Agent.   
In the following sections we shall look at how to discover other 
devices, how to advertise a service and detect a service. 
3.2.1 Device Discovery  
By using the sockets API we can utilize its protocol searching 
facilities to search for information on the BTLinkManager 
protocol.  This will provide information such as the address of the 
protocol family, the socket type, security information and 
message size.  A host resolver can then use this information to 
provide an interface to the host name resolution service which 
will obtain the name of each device from an address.  Basically 
this means the API will search for a device and return the 
information in the form of either an address or name of the device 
it has found.   
The device searcher needs to find all the available Bluetooth 
devices in the local vicinity.  Therefore we need the search to 
keep searching until it has found all the available devices.  This 
can be done using Active Objects.  An active object is a Symbian 
OS concept that allows the programmer to handle asynchronous 
requests in the same thread [13].  Therefore we can start the 
search for a device then set out thread ‘active’.  Once the device 
search completes, it automatically calls a function called RunL() 
which will handle the result.  Information on the device found can 
now be stored and the search started again.  Once all the devices 
are found, the active object will alter its status parameter so we 
know the device discovery process is complete.  Now a list of all 
the devices is stored, we can traverse this list, searching for a 
service on each device. 
The service discovery protocol database allows the publication of 
available services.  Basically we can add a new record to the 
database with details of the service, in this situation the 
mobslinger, and allow other devices to access it.   As other 
devices need to access the database, Symbian OS implements the 
SDP database as a server to which our application must connect 
and provide a session to.  A connection to the SDP server is made 
before a connection to the database is established.  A new record 
can be created and attributes, such as the name, description and 
ID of the service can be added.  Each of the devices will need to 
know these attributes.   
Service discovery can now be implemented as we have a means 
of advertising a service and a list of devices that use Bluetooth.  
The service discovery is implemented by searching for patterns in 
each device, such as the availability of the service, the port it is 
advertised on and a description of the service.  Once a match is 
found a connection to the socket server can be made and a new 
socket opened to allow connection to the device using its address.  
If the connection is successful data can be sent and received over 
the socket. 
3.2.2 Client/Server Architecture 
Each device has its own role in the Bluetooth connection process 
and we need to determine which functionality each will provide. 
The server is responsible for setting up the security for the 
connection and advertising a service.  A connection to the socket 
server is made and a ‘listening’ socket is opened.  This socket can 
be used to return a port to listen on, then sit and wait for incoming 
requests. It is advisable to use some form of security for sending 
the data over the Bluetooth connection.  The S60 API allows the 
user to set the security in terms of authorization (using a passkey), 
encryption and authentication. 
The client device is responsible for searching for the devices and 
services available.  It also initiates the connection between the 
devices.  Data can be sent and received by streaming the data to 
the socket, which can be stored in a buffer and used accordingly. 
Now we have all the means of implementing a Bluetooth 
application we can take a look into the logic behind the 
mobslinger application.   
3.3 mobslinger Game Logic 
The games premise works on two or more players, mobslingers, 
who have to draw their phones when a Bluetooth connection is 
made, and ‘shoot’ the other person.  As much of the game is 
similar across the modes in this paper will look principally at the 
logic behind the basic two-player version. 
Firstly, the game runs in the background of the phone so the user 
is not aware of the Bluetooth connection process.  Once a 
connection is established this triggers an event to bring the game 
to the foreground.  A random number is displayed on screen and 
the player must quickly type this in their phone.  Once the player 
has input the correct key this will send a message to the other 
device.  At this point we come across the first major design 
decision as there is only have one socket that can be used 
send/receive data in a half duplex mode.  Therefore only one 
device can send at a time and each device must be set in a sending 
or receiving mode so that it can deal with the incoming request.  
There are two possible solutions to this problem: 
• create and open another socket to allow simulated full-
duplex communication; 
• or allow one device to send and the other to work with a 
timed system.   
It was decided that the timer would provide the simplest solution 
and would work reliably.  
Once the two devices have connected, only the client is able to 
send data.  The server sits and waits to receive.  Therefore, if the 
client presses the correct button first, it sends a message to the 
server and both phones display the end result screen.  However, if 
the server presses first, a message will be displayed on its screen 
informing the user it is the winner (if it has not already received a 
message from the client device).  The client does not yet know 
that the server has won, so it uses a timer.  The timer is activated 
once the connection is made, and after 10 seconds (if a key has 
not been pressed), will display a ‘loser’ note.  However, it is 
possible that neither user has pressed the keys in time so there is a 
‘draw’ state.   The client device sends a test message to the server 
asking for its status (if it has pressed a key).  The server replies 
with its state and the appropriate message can be displayed.  The 
game is then reset and sent to the background. 
The next challenge faced is deciding which mobile device should 
be the server and which should be the client.  We cannot hardcode 
a mobile to be of certain type as this will cause incompatibility 
between many mobslingers.  Although it could be that the game is 
implemented such that a player chooses ‘a side’ to be on (client or 
server to the device), however for greater compatibility and an 
‘every man for himself’ approach and created an alternative 
solution which was to randomly alternate the phone between 
client and server mode.  A random number is generated to 
determine which mode to set the device, then another random 
number is generated to determine the length of time in which to 
stay in that mode.  The cycle continues until a connection is 
established. 
3.4 moblsinger UI 
Mobslinger provides the user with more thrill and excitement than 
the average mobile application although the UI is very minimal.  
Vibrating alerts and sounds are used to entice the user; such as 
gun shot sounds when the user clicks fire and vibrating alerts 
when a duel request is received.  The graphics are generally not 
seen but care has been taken to ensure that they become more 
elaborate the higher the mobslinger progresses in the game, thus 
giving a ranking system and bragging rights to players with new 
shoot screens. 
4. FUTURE DEVELOPMENT 
Whilst many mobile games become uninspiring for the developers 
once the excitement of the design process is complete, this game 
offers a whole new set of research opportunities. While the game 
is popular amongst our research group there are a number of 
different aspects related to each of the modes that can only be 
answered by trials involving significant numbers of users. We are 
therefore trying to expand the implementation of mobslingers to 
other mobile platforms such as UIQ and Windows Mobile so that 
we can deploy the software across a wide a range of users as 
possible. Although many may suspect that J2ME would be an 
obvious solution there are significant differences between the 
different levels of support for Bluetooth within different phone 
models and it has been discounted for now. Once a greater 
number of applications have been completed we will then be able 
to comprehensively investigate the social interactions the game 
presents. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
Whilst the mobslinger game concept may appear simple, 
particularly as it does not require significant user input or display 
complex or flashy graphics, it does provide a uniquely mobile 
experience. This mobile experience is not merely in the mobility 
of the device itself, but also encompasses the social aspects of 
community, and the ability to engage in very playful 
serendipitous encounters.    
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